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Emerging Perspectives - SHRM

• Strategic human resource management has 
been defined as ‘the linking of human 
resources with strategic goals and objectives 
in order to improve business performance 
and develop innovative organizational 
culture that foster innovation and flexibility.



Emerging Perspectives - SHRM – Key 
Premises

• The first & at most concern of SHRM is to focus
on actions that distinguish an organization/firm
from its competitors.

• It provides idea to allocate the resources of
organization to most match & capable Employee.

• SHRM take your business to the new level,
integrates HR workflow, defines new goals,
aligned employee work force for business
flourishing.



Emerging Perspectives - SHRM
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Emerging Perspectives - SHRM







Approaches to SHRM

• The resource-based approach-A resource-based 

approach will address methods of increasing the firm’s 

strategic capability by the development of managers

• and other staff who can think and plan strategically and 

who understand the key strategic issues.
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The Concept of Human Capital - Competitive Advantage through People

• Human Capital
– An organization’s employees, described in terms of their 

training, experience, judgment, intelligence, relationships, 
and insight

• Core Competencies

– Integrated knowledge sets within an organization that 
distinguish it from its competitors and deliver value to 
customers.

• Sustained competitive advantage through people is achieved if 
these human resources:
– Have value.

– Are rare and unavailable to competitors.

– Are difficult to imitate.

– Are organized for synergy.



Developing Human Capital

• Human Capital

– The knowledge, skills, and capabilities of 
individuals that have economic value to an 
organization.

– Valuable because capital:

• Is based on company-specific skills.

• Is gained through long-term experience.

• Can be expanded through development.





Emerging Perspectives

• Talent Management 



Talent Management

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltjDJAF2yr
Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltjDJAF2yrQ


Emerging Perspectives - TM
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The Talent-Strategy Framework
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Q.

Yahoo!’s business model is one in which constant 

innovation is necessary.  The philosophy of the company is 

around great products, ultimately equaling great business.  

Yahoo! promotes a culture where emphasis is placed on 

high performers (great talent) and high performance is 

actively rewarded.

How is talent incorporated into the 
Yahoo! business model?


